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Answers to Chapter 8: Comprehension Questions

1. The best way to develop a sense of withitness is through self-reflection. How can 
technology facilitate the reflection process?

 Withitness refers to an awareness of certain student behaviors that may eventually 
become disruptive and the ability to address these behaviors instantaneously. 
Because instances of withitness must be enacted on the spot, there is no way to 
plan them out in advance. Instead, you must use reflection to develop your ability 
to be proactive and notice potential problems. Record videos of lessons and watch 
them to evaluate your own level of withitness. Pay careful attention to changes 
in student behavior, and assess ways in which your teaching could be modified 
to prevent them in the future. For instance, if you notice that students begin to 
become chatty and unruly during distribution of handouts or between lesson 
segments, tighten up your transitions.

2. Explain the importance of home contingency, and list at least three technology 
tools that can be used to support it.

 Home contingency refers to regular communication between teachers and 
parents about students’ academic and behavioral performance in school. Unity 
between parents and teachers is important because it shows students that they 
are valued in multiple arenas, involves parents in the education of their children, 
and gives teachers a supportive ally. Numerous technology tools support this 
type of communication, including behavior management websites such as Class-
Dojo, digital communication tools such as text messages or emails, and online 
videoconferencing tools such as Skype for parents who are unable to visit the 
school for a conference.

3. How might a teacher who is struggling with behavior issues use technology to 
revamp his or her classroom management plan?

 Establish a system in which students earn points for exhibiting positive behavior. 
Provide tangible recognition (such as special privileges or activities) to students 
who earn a certain number of points. Examples of tangible recognition include free 
time, field trips, special jobs, certificates, and classroom recognition. Technology 
tools like ClassDojo, an online behavioral management resource, can help you 
track points, monitor students’ progress, and generate online student behavior 
reports to share with students’ parents. Additionally, launch a reflective journal 
system for behavior. Pause class when it is getting out of control, and prompt 
students to write an entry in their digital reflective journals. If one or two students 
are primarily at fault for the disruption, send them to a designated area to take 
some independent time for reflective journaling. Give them a chance to vent about 
a tough day and come up with alternative behavior decisions. Prompt them with 
questions or sentence frames, if necessary.
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4. How do you use technology to recognize levels of adherence to classroom rules 
and procedures?

 Answers will vary from teacher to teacher. To see responses from other educators, 
visit marzanoresearch.com/classroomstrategies, click on the Enhancing the Art 
& Science of Teaching With Technology link, and become a member of our virtual 
learning community. 
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